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Hi, I'm Brad Gregory and I’m a Product Manager here at Equinix. In this video I’m going to
introduce you to some key features going live for Network Edge, Release 2021.2. Network Edge
provides virtual network services that run on a modular infrastructure platform, is optimized for
instant deployment, and provides interconnection to network services that are Equinix Fabric
participants. Network Edge is designed for maximum flexibility for customers who want to have
a cloud-like experience for instantiating network infrastructure at the edge.

The first feature is adding an additional Network Edge device to an existing deployment. This gives
customers more flexibility when deploying Network Edge devices and architecting fault-tolerant
designs. Customers can now create a new device which has diversity from an existing Network Edge
device. This feature is useful for customers who have moved past the initial testing phase and want to
add more redundancy to their production environment.
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The second feature is our continual improvement process with the BYOC feature. We’ve added
enhancements to the Bring Your Own Connection workflow to make it easier for customers to set
up their own connections. These enhancements include a prerequisite checklist to make sure
everything is ready to create an order, improvements to the status tracker for internal
troubleshooting, and more visibility from a customer standpoint for order tracking.
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The third feature is lifecycle management for Equinix-configured devices. Customers with active
devices can take periodic configuration backups of their device in the event of a failure and then
restore that backup if needed to minimize downtime.

For the next release, 2021.3, look for some exciting features that enhance the customer experience
when deploying Network Edge devices, such as advanced access control list management, Fortinet
SDWAN clustering and XL device sizing. Additionally, we will be adding firewalls from Cisco as new
Network Edge devices.
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Network Edge has been recently deployed in Madrid, Tokyo, and Sao Paulo. We’ve also added
additional capacity in DC with Silicon Valley, and London's additional capacity is coming soon.

That concludes the features for this release. Thanks for watching.
If you have questions related to all things Network Edge, including the features discussed in
this Spotlight, please contact your Network Edge Specialist.
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